
Q1 What do you think about the
"Whispering Library" during the exam

period?
Answered: 272 Skipped: 39

# Responses Date

1 Can be good but only at exam times, felt intimidated by the Robocop esque staff patrolling the rooms, some
students learn better in groups with talking and constant quiet can be impeding on the learning process

2/9/2015 3:17 AM

2 It's a good thing 2/9/2015 1:29 AM

3 It's excellent, really helpful 2/6/2015 3:10 AM

4 Not a great idea 2/6/2015 12:45 AM

5 Its was great 2/5/2015 6:11 AM

6 Brilliant. It's so irritating when people talk. Even whispering can be extremely annoying! 2/5/2015 5:08 AM

7 I didn't use the library during exams. Sometimes it gets very noisy and it's annoying. 2/5/2015 4:09 AM

8 We weren't there during the exams 2/5/2015 4:05 AM

9 Brilliant could concentrate 2/5/2015 4:03 AM

10 Got a lot is studying done very good idea 2/5/2015 4:03 AM

11 We studied at home. Didn't use it during the exams 2/5/2015 4:01 AM

12 We studied at home. Didn't use it during the exams 2/5/2015 4:01 AM

13 Very good idea 2/5/2015 3:59 AM

14 Very good 2/5/2015 3:57 AM

15 Excelleny 2/5/2015 3:57 AM

16 Brilliant very useful 2/5/2015 3:56 AM

17 Very useful and would love to see quiet library all year 2/5/2015 3:56 AM

18 Worked well but did need to do group work and found this difficult to achieve 2/5/2015 3:54 AM

19 Worked well 2/5/2015 3:52 AM

20 Was really good. Could get work done 2/4/2015 5:40 AM

21 Loved it!!! I hate the noise cos it never seem to stop somtimes when it starts. 2/3/2015 7:31 AM

22 It is ok during the exam period but not during the rest of the year. 2/3/2015 6:42 AM

23 Very good, really helped to keep the concentration. Perfect just for exam period. 2/3/2015 5:57 AM

24 Great but it needs to happen all year long. the rooms should be available to group study. Most people will be
talking about stupid stuff anyway - not college. It makes me not want to go to the library

2/3/2015 3:52 AM

25 Its great. A library is supposed to be quiet. There are designated areas for group work and talking. 2/3/2015 3:12 AM

26 Good but not possible during normal times with group work. It is fully accepted that quiet time during the rest of
year is located upstairs.

2/3/2015 3:02 AM

27 It was very helpful for during exam times 2/3/2015 3:00 AM

28 Very useful, yet still some people who refuse to stay quiet and just pick up couple minutes after being told to be
quiet.

2/3/2015 1:17 AM

29 I think its excellent during exam time 2/3/2015 12:52 AM
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30 Essential. I was in DkIT 10 years ago and quite surprised how loud the library was when I returned this year. I
think Floor 1 should be allowed group work, but with sensible levels of noise. It was quite excessive before the
exam whispering period. Reminding people it is a library, not a cafe, may be helpful.

2/3/2015 12:47 AM

31 The whispering rule should be enforced all the time..isn't the point of a library to have a quiet space to
read/study/work? It should be taken more seriously..on the second floor at least, as nobody really takes much
notice of it. If people want to talk they can rent a room in the library or go elsewhere.

2/2/2015 2:44 PM

32 Great. Makes a difference 2/2/2015 2:44 PM

33 It shouldn't just be for exam periods 2/2/2015 2:44 PM

34 good for exams and upstairs not during rest of year due to group work 2/2/2015 2:21 PM

35 It was good. But it cant happen all year, as there is alot of group work for most students. 2/2/2015 2:02 PM

36 I think a zero tolerance, silence policy sould be applied to the library at all time. 2/2/2015 1:55 PM

37 I think this is a very good idea, I know some people have group work to do but I think there often rooms free in
one of the college buildings that would allow people to do group work away from the quiet of the library

2/2/2015 1:22 PM

38 It was essential as some people rely on the library as a place to study who can't focus at home. 2/2/2015 12:15 PM

39 Haven't experienced it yet as I've been on placement. Although sounds ideal around exam times. 2/2/2015 11:52 AM

40 Good for the exam period 2/2/2015 11:31 AM

41 Love it , only wish there was a silence policy throughout the whole year. 2/2/2015 11:05 AM

42 Brilliant for the exam period. 2/2/2015 9:44 AM

43 Frustrating something's but overall good. 2/2/2015 9:42 AM

44 Wouldn't be a problem if we actually had a reasonably sized library. It is not adequate for the amount of students
who need it.

2/2/2015 9:25 AM

45 It was brilliant! 2/2/2015 9:15 AM

46 Great Idea! 2/2/2015 8:44 AM

47 Thought it was a great idea. It was implemented very well and made a big difference to my study. 2/2/2015 8:32 AM

48 it was easier to concentrate 2/2/2015 8:18 AM

49 I found it much easier to work in the Libary 1/31/2015 11:45 AM

50 It was great having peace+quiet to study in library for exams I wouldn't use the library usually so noisy!! 1/30/2015 1:39 PM

51 Good 1/30/2015 6:26 AM

52 Ok 1/30/2015 6:24 AM

53 It's good 1/30/2015 6:23 AM

54 It is a good idea 1/30/2015 6:22 AM

55 It was good. I like it. This is a place to be quiet and people appreciate the silence. 1/30/2015 6:06 AM

56 It's a great idea as talking is very distracting 1/30/2015 5:56 AM

57 I like it. There are other places to talk. The Library is for study and whisper 1/30/2015 5:55 AM

58 I think it's fine.i would say its better as in a library people should be allowed to concentrate.the environment
should make it easy to read.

1/30/2015 5:51 AM

59 Excellent idea 1/30/2015 5:28 AM

60 Good 1/30/2015 5:21 AM

61 I think it should be that way all the time. 1/30/2015 3:21 AM

62 Very good 1/29/2015 5:53 AM

63 sounds like a good idea. 1/29/2015 5:33 AM
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64 Good 1/29/2015 3:42 AM

65 Very good think it should be all quiet in whole library except for right side of floor one and room doors should be
allowed to be closed

1/29/2015 3:39 AM

66 Good 1/29/2015 3:32 AM

67 Staff were distracting when monitoring the library 1/29/2015 3:31 AM

68 Library staff too noisey when approaching people very distracting when trying to study 1/29/2015 3:30 AM

69 I think it is really good to have whispering library as it is quiet than usual and we can more concentrated on
studying.

1/29/2015 3:29 AM

70 Good 1/29/2015 3:28 AM

71 Useful 1/29/2015 3:28 AM

72 Excellent idea 1/29/2015 3:24 AM

73 Very very good 1/29/2015 3:24 AM

74 Brilliant 1/29/2015 3:24 AM

75 Brilliant 1/29/2015 3:23 AM

76 good, apart from in the group study area were you want to study in a group and every time you lifted your head to
say anything one of the library staff member would run over and show a quiet sign to the group. in my opinion
during the exam period i opt to studying at home because the library was like a prison where you were being
monitored constantly which was of putting.

1/29/2015 1:44 AM

77 As a library should be. There are enough coffee docks, canteens, etc for loud conversations..!! 1/29/2015 1:06 AM

78 It's was over the top. 1/28/2015 3:32 PM

79 A great idea, the library is for working in, if you want to talk go to one of the coffee shops! 1/28/2015 1:35 PM

80 Excellent, the peace and quiet is great when trying to get work done. 1/28/2015 12:01 PM

81 A library should always be a place of quiet for study and reading. Left the quiet room Tuesday afternoon due to
people talking.

1/28/2015 8:06 AM

82 I think this should be enforced on continuous basis. 1/28/2015 4:35 AM

83 I don't use the Library 1/28/2015 3:36 AM

84 I don't use the Library 1/28/2015 3:35 AM

85 I didn't use the Library during exams 1/28/2015 3:34 AM

86 It was good 1/28/2015 3:33 AM

87 Very good 1/28/2015 3:33 AM

88 Helpful 1/28/2015 3:33 AM

89 Good 1/28/2015 3:32 AM

90 Good 1/28/2015 3:32 AM

91 Was very good 1/28/2015 3:32 AM

92 Useful 1/28/2015 3:32 AM

93 Good 1/28/2015 3:31 AM

94 Good 1/28/2015 3:31 AM

95 Useful 1/28/2015 3:31 AM

96 Useful for studying 1/28/2015 3:30 AM

97 sometimes the students still talked a bit aloud and the staff had to come and asked them to lower their voice 1/28/2015 3:27 AM
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98 Very good but staff was distracting 1/28/2015 3:27 AM

99 Too many signs 1/28/2015 3:23 AM

100 Good 1/28/2015 3:23 AM

101 Too many signs a bit tacky 1/28/2015 3:22 AM

102 Very beneficial however it should be extended if even only on top floor and enforced more stringently. People
working on individual assignments (during semester) can be at a disadvantage if noise is not monitored

1/28/2015 12:52 AM

103 Great 1/27/2015 5:21 PM

104 Brilliant idea!!! 1/27/2015 4:14 PM

105 great idea 1/27/2015 3:31 PM

106 superb 1/27/2015 3:04 PM

107 It was good and should be enforced in certain areas of the libary 1/27/2015 2:13 PM

108 It was great, but the ladies were constant on your every movement. 1/27/2015 2:13 PM

109 Excellent 1/27/2015 11:35 AM

110 Excellent 1/27/2015 11:35 AM

111 Good 1/27/2015 10:19 AM

112 Didn't like it 1/27/2015 9:55 AM

113 excellent idea. well overdue. 1/27/2015 9:17 AM

114 I think whispering in a library should be the normal practice, not just at exam times. Study group sessions could
take place in the allocated rooms.

1/27/2015 8:45 AM

115 Stupid 1/27/2015 8:09 AM

116 I thought the whispering library was a very welcome change, I was in the library everyday from January 2nd to
January 14th and I was able to complete more work to a higher standard than I ever have previously. I'm in my
final year in Applied Music and would love if the whispering library became a permanent thing. Congratulations to
all staff who had to do the rounds on a constant basis! Thank you :)

1/27/2015 7:48 AM

117 The difference was incredible. Please keep it up 1/27/2015 7:42 AM

118 Brilliant. Could actually get work done in peace 1/27/2015 7:18 AM

119 It's was effective downstairs where there was some noise & enjoyed being able to study in peace but I found the
staff very intense & too strict , which I found ruin the atmosphere and made me very uncomfortable and on edge.

1/27/2015 5:22 AM

120 terrible, kept being 'shushed' when getting or giving help. 1/27/2015 5:07 AM

121 Excellent , I found it really benefitted my study 1/27/2015 4:54 AM

122 Easier to concentrate on study and less distractions. 1/27/2015 3:31 AM

123 Helped to focus on studying. No distractions and no noise reaching upper level 1/27/2015 3:30 AM

124 Think it's a good idea, should be kept all the time 1/27/2015 3:28 AM

125 It was really helpful. 1/27/2015 3:28 AM

126 Good 1/27/2015 3:27 AM

127 Very good 1/27/2015 3:26 AM

128 Good system 1/27/2015 3:24 AM

129 Very good 1/27/2015 3:24 AM

130 Good but only during the exams 1/27/2015 3:22 AM

131 Prefer it quiet 1/27/2015 3:21 AM
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132 Great, probably would like to keep it that way 1/27/2015 3:20 AM

133 Much better whispering, easier to concentrate 1/27/2015 3:19 AM

134 Great, it was like a pub otherwise 1/27/2015 3:19 AM

135 I didn't think it helped a lot. I prefer to have a floor where people can talk and discuss answers. The 2nd floor
should be dedicated to quite study.

1/27/2015 3:02 AM

136 Not good as some classes like myself rather study in a group, I also didn't appreciate a certain librarian literally
standing over you if we're talking in any way. Very distracting and like you are back in primary school. She took
it way too far.

1/27/2015 2:43 AM

137 I do not use the library for study during the exam period as it is always very stuffy and noisy. 1/27/2015 2:21 AM

138 it's great. you will have to do something for people for group projects though 1/27/2015 2:19 AM

139 Great 1/27/2015 2:15 AM

140 just for exam period 1/27/2015 2:07 AM

141 No 1/27/2015 1:14 AM

142 a good idea when busy. the policing of it was far too excessive when only 4 people were in the library 1/27/2015 1:13 AM

143 Great idea! 1/27/2015 1:05 AM

144 annoying 1/27/2015 12:57 AM

145 successful and enjoyable 1/27/2015 12:00 AM

146 very good 1/26/2015 10:52 PM

147 Brilliant, very effective. 1/26/2015 4:37 PM

148 Brilliant! 1/26/2015 4:24 PM

149 Brilliant idea 1/26/2015 4:21 PM

150 It was helpful, however I feel like I am being babysat when staff are walking round I feel that upstairs is the quiet
area however downstairs should be group work as we always have group assignments to complete :)

1/26/2015 2:11 PM

151 I think it was really helpful and I benefit a lot from this idea. I could cerainly concentrate better before the exams
and I hope that by keeping the "Whispering Library" students will learn to respect each others study time.

1/26/2015 1:52 PM

152 Should be mandatory! 1/26/2015 1:31 PM

153 It made a difference to be able to study without being interrupted with loud talking. 1/26/2015 1:30 PM

154 I liked it and thought it was helpful 1/26/2015 1:04 PM

155 I think the library staff did a brilliant job in encouraging students to be quiet during the exam period. I noticed a
massive reduction in the noise level in the quiet study areas as a result.

1/26/2015 12:52 PM

156 Good for exams, would not be ideal all year round! 1/26/2015 12:39 PM

157 Perfect 1/26/2015 12:36 PM

158 Perfect 1/26/2015 12:36 PM

159 Great idea, the library was like a pub most days last semester downstairs. 1/26/2015 12:13 PM

160 Great 1/26/2015 11:28 AM

161 Great 1/26/2015 11:28 AM

162 It was great 1/26/2015 11:26 AM

163 I thought it was a great idea, some of us find it hard to concentrate when there's people talking loudly about what
they did during the weekend.

1/26/2015 11:26 AM

164 Great 1/26/2015 11:23 AM

165 It helped alot because there was no distractions what so ever 1/26/2015 11:14 AM
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166 I found it very useful. Loud talking and laughter is a common issue in the library but the whispering policy made
studying easier.

1/26/2015 10:57 AM

167 I think that it was a much more bearable in the library. I usually go home to work, as I cannot concentrate in the
college library. I feel that it should remain a whispering library throughout, as some students make too much
noise and I have had to ask them to be quiet, which I feel I shouldn't have to do.

1/26/2015 10:25 AM

168 Amaaaaazing!!! 1/26/2015 10:24 AM

169 Really good idea as some people when allowed to talk, can be very loud. It's very distracting. Also eating in the
library is very distracting especially when the person is eating crisps.

1/26/2015 10:18 AM

170 Was great less distractions 1/26/2015 9:36 AM

171 I thought it was great. I could concentrate while studying and doing assignments on any floor and didnt have to
go to the quiet room. The whole library should be a whisper area. If people want to hang out they should go to the
canteen

1/26/2015 9:08 AM

172 it was good for exam period, but not for always as during the year there are a lot of group assignments that
require talking, and there are not enough rooms.

1/26/2015 8:58 AM

173 I actually really disliked it i think maybe part of the library should be kept to the 'whispering library' like maybe the
upstairs but me and my class study well by asking eachother questions and learning together however during the
exam period we were almost threatented to be thrown out of the library and we were by no means loud just
questioning and explaining to eachother i thought it was unfair people that learn the way we do are no longer
catered for in the library, its very difficult to learn in boistrous places like the canteen or snackbox which is were
we were basically told to go. people that learn best in quietness and alone are taken care of by this library in the
silent study area upstairs, however its not the only way people learn and its certainly not how i study and how my
group of friends study so i think its highly unfair. I was also approached in the canteen to do this survey i imagine
but when i said i disliked it which was not the right answer evidently as they never asked me to complete it.

1/26/2015 8:44 AM

174 Great job, an excellent atmosphere for study PLEASE continue 1/26/2015 8:42 AM

175 Good idea 1/26/2015 8:41 AM

176 very good idea, it meant people actually went there to study rather than just socialise and make a nuisance 1/26/2015 8:27 AM

177 It was much easier to concentrate and get work done. The librarians moved groups that were standing around
talking or groups that were using computers. It meant that people got their work done faster and therefore pcs
were more available.

1/26/2015 8:20 AM

178 Very good job 1/26/2015 8:19 AM

179 I thought it was a good idea, but pretty pointless as the majority of people are quiet during exams anyway as it is
common sense... To be honest I found the staff more disturbing than groups whispering about exams, as it was
the staff who would make more of a fuss than required.

1/26/2015 8:14 AM

180 It was great coming into the library and it not been so noisy 1/26/2015 8:02 AM

181 Staff were a bit passive aggressive with telling people to whisper even though they were already talking in a
quiet manner

1/26/2015 8:00 AM

182 It does help but also staff were not helpful when it came to asking other classmates for help. Staff were rude
during this stressful time

1/26/2015 7:49 AM

183 Very good 1/26/2015 7:25 AM

184 Very effective 1/26/2015 7:14 AM

185 It was ok 1/26/2015 7:13 AM

186 seemed a lot more quiet, was a better studying environment however levels of noise can still be very high and
may take a member of staff to be permanently in the quiet study area to put an end to the noise for good.

1/26/2015 7:09 AM

187 Not helpful at all 1/26/2015 7:02 AM

188 It was good but in certain instances it was actually quite intrusive to be constantly told to be quiet. As in, when
working together in a study group for both exams and CA's it was very difficult to communicate, even in the study
rooms without constantly being monitored and interrupted. I understand that people are generally only told to be
quiet when they are being loud but from personal experience it was sometimes overly severe.

1/26/2015 7:02 AM
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189 not good way too strict , too much complaintsabout group study when trying to help fellow classmates !!!!!!!!!!!! 1/26/2015 6:52 AM

190 The whispering was a good idea and the library was much quieter. But, I was in the library studying for exams
with others from my class. Most of the time when we study together we ask each other a few questions about the
exam and the material, we definitely weren't raising our voices or chatting about anything else. We were told
several times to be quiet, even though we were whispering; we were also in a group area. The whispering is a
good idea but it doesn't work if when we whisper we're told to be quiet.

1/26/2015 6:46 AM

191 i thoght it was excellent and really think it should be continued to be enforced 1/26/2015 6:46 AM

192 Perfect around exam times but not for all year 1/26/2015 6:28 AM

193 I felt that it was too much - there is a quiet area upstairs for those who wish to avail of it - many students wish to
compare and discuss past papers and exam questions - having been off for christmas we rely on the time
available before exams to do this - there is no where else in the college to go to discuss this - we should also be
catered for - also we a re not children and sometimes we were spoken to like naughty children - this is totally
unacceptable

1/26/2015 6:20 AM

194 Very good 1/26/2015 6:19 AM

195 It was very good and I think it should be implemented at all times. 1/26/2015 6:06 AM

196 Good for studying and working 1/26/2015 5:42 AM

197 I wan't there 1/26/2015 5:33 AM

198 I didn't like it . I found the librarians more distracting because of their constant loud interruptions to work. They
were very loud approaching students and I found this more annoying than people speaking quietly while doing
their work.

1/26/2015 5:31 AM

199 I Didn't like it,I found the librarians more noisy and distracting than students because of their constant
interruptions to work, they were making more noise than students whilst giving out to the students for whispering
one word. It was extremely distracting.

1/26/2015 5:31 AM

200 great I think- I will learn semifore? 1/26/2015 5:30 AM

201 was good but people still talkled a lot which was distracting 1/26/2015 5:26 AM

202 Excellent 1/26/2015 5:25 AM

203 Excellent idea 1/26/2015 5:24 AM

204 Nice thing 1/26/2015 5:17 AM

205 Excellent 1/26/2015 5:16 AM

206 Awful aweful aweful It was too enforced ... I felt scared to enter as the librarians where aggressive toward me... I
felt very insecure and intimidated

1/26/2015 4:46 AM

207 I didn't hear about it 1/26/2015 4:43 AM

208 yea it was good 1/26/2015 4:43 AM

209 IT WAS MORE DISTRACTING HAVING STAFF MEMBERS IN THE LIBRARY TELLING US TO KEEP QUIET
WHEN WE WERE TRYING TO GET WORK DONE. PEOPLE SPEAKING LOW WOULD HAVE BEEN LESS OF
A DISTRACTION.

1/26/2015 4:31 AM

210 It is better for concentration, as people talking can be distracting 1/26/2015 4:28 AM

211 excellent 1/26/2015 4:23 AM

212 Good during exams 1/26/2015 4:17 AM

213 i feel comfortable when studying in the library. 1/26/2015 4:08 AM

214 1st class 1/26/2015 4:07 AM

215 Is this a joke? 1/26/2015 4:02 AM

216 the library was really lovely place to study and spend time in it was such great moment, rather than any
somewhere else.

1/26/2015 3:53 AM
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217 It was great during the exams, frustrating when people didn't adhere to it. But I do think people need to be able to
converse and communicate in this section of the library during the rest of the year.

1/26/2015 3:51 AM

218 Study at home during exams find it more comfortable 1/26/2015 3:51 AM

219 Brilliant around computers can be very noisey and people on their phones 1/26/2015 3:50 AM

220 Didn't like it, staff "wrecked my head" shushing me 1/26/2015 3:49 AM

221 Didn't like it, need group work 1/26/2015 3:49 AM

222 Very good 1/26/2015 3:49 AM

223 Worked very well 1/26/2015 3:49 AM

224 Didn't like it, enough to just have quiet study upstairs 1/26/2015 3:49 AM

225 Didn't like it 1/26/2015 3:48 AM

226 Studied at home for exams 1/26/2015 3:47 AM

227 Good 1/26/2015 3:47 AM

228 Noise is very frustrating with people shouting across library to each other can get no work donev 1/26/2015 3:44 AM

229 okay but would prefer not to have it, happy to have quiet study only upstairs 1/26/2015 3:44 AM

230 Ver goid 1/26/2015 3:43 AM

231 Perfect. I could finally concentrate unlike the whole of semester 1. 1/26/2015 3:43 AM

232 Brilliant noise is very annoying 1/26/2015 3:43 AM

233 It was okay, but hard to compare notes and study together 1/26/2015 3:43 AM

234 During exam times, yes I agree, but not for the rest of the year 1/26/2015 3:42 AM

235 It was a good thing to do for the duration of the exams. Maybe a good move to install it as a rule for an hour a day
through the semester. From 4-5 maybe?

1/26/2015 3:42 AM

236 it was good 1/26/2015 3:41 AM

237 Studied at home 1/26/2015 3:39 AM

238 Great as we could focus on our work without the distraction on noise 1/26/2015 3:37 AM

239 It was great for exams apart from when library staff were walking around checking. It was like some of them were
staring over our shoulders. Made us feel very uncomfortable. And getting in trouble for whispering when they told
us it was a whisper zone and then going up to people and saying "no talking". they were going on like we were
talking at qnormal levels

1/26/2015 3:37 AM

240 Use the library but not during the exams 1/26/2015 3:36 AM

241 Did not use but noise levels throughout the year is ridiculous 1/26/2015 3:35 AM

242 Good for exams, not when group work on 1/26/2015 3:34 AM

243 Worked for projects 1/26/2015 3:32 AM

244 Great, far easier to study 1/26/2015 3:32 AM

245 Awkward 1/26/2015 3:31 AM

246 Excellent. Is what a library is supposed to be 1/26/2015 3:31 AM

247 Good 1/26/2015 3:30 AM

248 Didn't use the library for the exams 1/26/2015 3:30 AM

249 It was at a reasonable level ! Everyone was concentrating on their exams rather than chatting 1/26/2015 3:30 AM

250 I thought it was a great idea that worked well at times however not enough supervision was carried out at certain
times, people continued to talk upstairs which was disappointing.

1/26/2015 3:30 AM
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251 Didn't know about it, didn't go to library during exams 1/26/2015 3:29 AM

252 Good idea distracting when noises especially downstairs rooms 1/26/2015 3:29 AM

253 Great Idea!! 1/26/2015 3:18 AM

254 Very good initiative 1/26/2015 2:57 AM

255 good idea 1/26/2015 2:53 AM

256 Appropriate for the library. The librabry should be a place of quiet and calm. If people want to talk and socialise,
there are plenty of eatieries around the college

1/26/2015 2:42 AM

257 That was nice. It made the library more like it should be. 1/26/2015 2:41 AM

258 Very good idea! 1/26/2015 2:33 AM

259 Excellent - love the silence 1/26/2015 2:30 AM

260 It was brilliant, everyone could get work done in a "Library Atmosphere" 1/26/2015 2:28 AM

261 Excellent ieea 1/26/2015 2:26 AM

262 Good idea 1/24/2015 4:16 PM

263 Test 1/23/2015 6:25 AM

264 Test 1/23/2015 6:17 AM

265 It was brilliant but in fairness it should have been done years ago 1/20/2015 8:31 AM

266 It was good but not everyone followed the rules. It was very distracting trying to study when there was no
librarians around.

1/20/2015 6:05 AM

267 It was good for during exams only. You cant have that during the year because we hqve ridiculous amounts of
group work to do in the library and need to be able to talk

1/20/2015 5:34 AM

268 It was a good idea around the computer areas but rooms should have been freedom to talk amongst groups. Not
everybody learns in a quiet environment

1/20/2015 5:29 AM

269 Twas great 1/20/2015 5:03 AM

270 Not a good idea 1/20/2015 5:03 AM

271 Worked for exams but wouldn't be a viable option for the rest of semesters because people need to be able to
communicate especially when doing group projects.

1/20/2015 4:57 AM

272 Excellent 1/20/2015 4:41 AM
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